
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

On March 2013, a business called GOODWILL is established. GOODWILL 

is a footwear manufacturer and a handmade vegan shoes brand. The vision of 

GOODWILL corporation is “Be the world-class fashion footwear manufacturer from 

Indonesia” and the vision of GOODWILL brand is “Becoming a trend and best-

selling fashion footwear brand in Indonesia”. GOODWILL itself is derived from 

English language, meaning “good will” with the tag line “Future Footprint”. Tagline 

“Future Footprint” shows the primary mission of GOODWILL brand by inviting 

young generation to care more and support the future education of children in 

Indonesia.  

The main target market of GOODWILL is divided into two group: business to 

business (B2B) and business to customer (B2C). In B2B level, GOODWILL 

corporation is targeting fashion foreign brands to be their outsource footwear 

manufacturer partner from genuine leather to faux lather. In B2C level, GOODWILL 

corporation focus on selling the GOODWILL brand which is handmade vegan shoes 

that targeting female aged 16-40 years old. 

At this moment, GOODWILL rely on outsourcing for its production center, 

During the time of working in previous footwear company for 1,5 years, GODIN, and 

on the journey in establishing GOODWILL Corporation, writer and partners found 
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that having outsource shoes manufacture is a big obstacle for the company growth. 

Writer founded that by relying on outsourcing, time and quality matter have been 

difficult to be controlled while on the other hand, time and quality are the most 

important thing to keep for customers. Figure 1.1 shows an email from GODIN buyer 

that complained for the delayed order. For quality matter, GOODWILL Corporation 

finds that the outsourcing often made several mistakes on producing the order in 

which one of the example is shown in Figure 1.2. As a result, GOODWILL 

corporation has to postpone the goods to be delivered to the customers until the 

following week to wait for the remaking process of the order. 

 

  

Figure 1.1: Complain E-mail from GODIN Buyer for the Severe Delayed Order. 

Source: GODIN email (ilovegodin@gmail.com). 14 Agustus 2012. 
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Figure 1.2: Empirical Report about The Mistaken Order Made from GOODWILL Production 

Director. 

Source: Line Messenger of account Merlianny Effendi, 3 Agustus 2013. 

 

The same fact is also founded by Susviarto et al. (2012: 25) that stated PD. 

Anugerah Hero had been experiencing the same situation where almost 50% of its 

order delayed because of the oursourcing shoes manufacturer who often unavalaible 

when needed, delayed shipment of raw material, and incapablility of minimum stock. 

Writer realized that if she wants to attain the long-term goal, writer has to 

develop GOODWILL manufacture. Therefore writer chose to write this feasibility 

study in order to find out whether it is feasible to build an independent workshop for 

GOODWILL. 

 

1.2 Problem Formulation  

 Recently, GOODWILL manufacture is depending on outsources. During the 

journey on establishing GOODWILL corporation and experience of working in 
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previous footwear company, GODIN, that depends on outsource manufacturer, writer 

founded that quality and time issues have been difficult to control. This study will 

analyze the feasibility of GOODWILL corporation in developing its manufacture 

considering the market, legal, operational, management, and financial aspects.  

 

1.3 Research Objective 

 Based on the aforementioned explanation, the purpose of this research is to 

clarify whether GOODWILL manufacture is adequate to be developed into an 

independent home industry in Surabaya according to market, legal, operational, 

management, and financial aspects. 

 

1.4 Research Advantage 

 The results of this feasibility study are expected to: 

1. Be a business feasibility guidance for GOODWILL corporation to 

develop its manufacture with the consideration of market share, 

marketing, legal, technical, human resources, and organization structure. 

2. Be a forethought and guidance for GOODWILL investors about business 

feasibility and development prospect of GOODWILL. 

3. Be a knowledge guidance for the reader in order to acquire more 

information and knowledge about GOODWILL Corporation and 

footwear industry.  




